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Ryan Smith

Lyndon Smith

Janine Eady

Fencing For Over

Fifty Five Years
Established 1963

R M Smith Fencing Ltd was established in 1963
by Rod and Janet Smith and now nearly sixty
years later the company is still family owned
and run by their two sons, Lyndon and Ryan
and their daughter Janine.
The company has grown and expanded and
our customer base includes many county,
town and parish councils and a huge range of
educational establishments. We also work with
many main contractors who have a range
of high profile contracts and we are cleared
to work on MOD sites and understand the
complexities this entails.
Our commercial customers are also wide
and varied and include local airports and
prestigious boat builders amongst their well
known company names. In addition our
domestic service sector is always very busy
and we are always pleased to hear from
private clients and talk about their projects.
One of our biggest growing areas is working
with schools, and therefore all our operatives
are DBS checked.

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

We have a great team here at R M Smith
Fencing Ltd, all of whom are Health and Safety
trained. Over the many years we have traded
we have erected a huge range of fence styles
and it is this experience and expertise that
make R M Smith Fencing Ltd a great choice for
any fencing requirements.
We not only deal with a large number of
fencing manufacturers and suppliers but
we are familiar with a vast majority of the
fencing products available and we keep
abreast of new techniques and products
and are pleased to pass this information on
to you. Over the years we have dealt with
a huge range of clients with a real variety
of specifications, therefore we are able to
offer not only a competitive and professional
service, but we can be of real help when
considering fencing specifications and we
always welcome your enquiries.
Our hope is that we can carry on with our
charity support for the local community as
well as exceed in our environmental progress.
Please see page 31.
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TIMBER
FENCING

PANELS & CLOSE BOARD

Close board panels with privacy trellis

Panels have historically been the ‘goto’ product for domestic boundaries.
Once dipped in treatment, they are
now made from pressure treated
timber. There are many designs
available, but some are not designed
and built to last. We prefer to offer
the standard overlap panel or the
more robust heavy duty close board
panel - always our recommendation.
Panels are usually installed on timber
or concrete posts, with the changes
to timber treatment in recent years,
we would recommend installing on
concrete slotted posts for longevity.
Panels can be installed on gravel
boards; timber, concrete or a
composite material (offered in a
small selection of colours). Concrete
gravel boards can be 150mm,
225mm or 300mm high and can be
a really useful addition in helping
maintain the life of the panel.

1.8m high panels on slotted concrete posts
and concrete gravel boards

Trellis can be added to the top of the
panels, these can be flat, convex,
concave, diamond or privacy.
Gates are made to measure and
match the style of the fence.
Close board can also be installed
in a ‘made on site’ fashion; timber
concrete or metal posts are installed
at usually 3m centres with two three
of four timber rails (depending on
the height), with timber or concrete
gravel boards to the bottom and
125mm featheredge boards nailed
to the rails - with or without a twice
weathered capping. Again with
trellis and gates to match.
Contemporary panels, of a good
quality robust nature, can be hard
to find, but our take on this modern
design is an option growing in
popularity.

Trellis with 75mm apertures

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

Contemporary

Panels and close board
panels come in the
following heights:
1.80m
1.65m
1.50m
1.35m
1.20m
1.05m
0.90m
0.75m
0.60m
0.45m
0.30m

6’0”
5’6”
5’0”
4’6”
4’0”
3’6”
3’0”
2’6”
2’0”
1’6”
1’0”

Panels and close board
panels come in a standard
width of 1.8m (6’), but if you
need a panel of a smaller
width, that is no problem.

Between brick piers
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TIMBER PALISADE & HIT AND MISS

Convex top hit and miss fencing

Pales
Generally available
in heights
0.9m, 1.05m, 1.2m,
1.4m, 1.5m, 1.65m,
1.8m, 2.0m,
but is made to
measure, so any
height is possible.

Square
Top

Pointed
Top

Round
Top

Bespoke curved top planed finish
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Posts in metal sockets and bolted to concrete base

These two products are very similar
but each are useful for different
reasons. Both are installed on timber,
concrete or metal posts, with two or
three horizontal rails (depending on
height), with pales nailed to the rails.
For palisade the pales are nailed on
one side only - leaving gaps and
visibility between the pales - for
hit and miss the pales are nailed
alternately on both sides - providing
less visibility but allowing air to pass
through.
Palisade is a great option for schools
and play parks. Pales can be square,
pointed or flat top, and can be
spaced at varying gaps depending
on the use, 75mm pales with 75mm
gaps is standard - in schools it is often
required with smaller 50mm gaps to
prevent toe holds. For school settings,
we would always recommend a
planed smooth timber, decreasing
the chance of splinters, etc.

Hit and miss is most commonly seen
on industrial parks, specifically for
bin stores - the boarding on both
sides provides a great visual screen
from the materials inside, but the
gaps allow the bin store to keep
ventilated. Usually these are seen on
metal posts for longevity.
As usual - gates are always made to
match, and in bespoke sizes too.
An interesting take on palisade
fencing is Chevron - pales are laid
diagonally to form an attractive
pattern but is an expensive option
due to the material content, cutting
to waste to get the right lengths
and the time it takes to accurately
create the effect.

Hit and miss fencing and gates for school walkway

Round top pales; ideal for playgrounds

01425 476617

POST AND RAIL & KNEE RAIL

Machine round posts with half round rails

Timber post and rail is an effective
perimeter fencing but without the
obtrusive and overpowering effect that
screen fencing can sometimes have.
Generally 1.2m high, but other
heights can also be achieved.
Square or round posts can be driven
into ground or set in concrete at
approximately 1.8-2.4m centres.
Two, three or four rails can be nailed
on or morticed into posts and these
can be rectangular or half round. A
more rustic option is cleft chestnut
- the undulating rails can be very
appealing.
Often stock wire or rabbit netting
are attached to the fence to
provide added protection from
those wanting in and those wanting
out. Rabbit netting can be buried
to help prevent animals burrowing
under the fencing.

Square sawn posts and rails with stock netting

by councils to provide barriers near
roadways and public pathways. The
concrete post has preformed holes
to take a galvanised steel tube, or
another option is tubular handrail
fencing (see page 14).
Knee rail (or trip rail) is another take
on post and rail and very popular in
schools and community areas, where
keeping people to pathways or off
grass is important. With just a single
rail at a height to suit the situation,
often between 450-650mm. The most
common style is ’birdsmouth’ where
the posts are machined with a ‘V’
in the top to take a diagonal top
rail, but another option popular with
local councils and synonymous with
R M Smith Fencing Ltd is the larger
section posts with twice weathered
tops with galvanised steel (or
coated) tube rails threaded through
the posts.

Birdsmouth knee rail

A more industrial option is concrete
post and tubular steel rail, often used

Cleft chestnut

Tubular steel rail and concrete posts

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

Timber posts and tubular rails powder coated option available
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ACOUSTIC BARRIER

Rear elevation

Front elevation

Where high levels of noise are a problem, acoustic
barrier is the answer. Popular on highways and
industrial units near residential areas this timber
fencing is quite effective at reducing noise levels,
and it’s all down to the design of the fence - see
diagram.

We had this style of fencing tested in non-laboratory
conditions, the results suggested an approximate
8db reduction.
127 x 76mm
universal beam

Due to the design and the steel section posts the
fence is very strong, but easily repaired should any
damage occur. At the heart of the design is the
need to reduce gaps that may let noise through.
Where the fencing is required for a domestic
situation, we can scale down the posts to a
more aesthetically pleasing timber. This however,
will alter the design of the fencing slightly - see
diagram.
Like other timber fencing it is available in a
wide range of heights. Of course as the height
increases, the section of the post will also need to
be increased. But the high levels of material and
labour required to erect the fence make it quite
expensive.

75 x 50mm
rail

125 x 25mm
pale

100 x 25mm
pale
25 x 25mm
batten

50 x 25mm
pale

125 x 125mm
timber post
75 x 50mm rail

125 x 25mm
pale

50 x 25mm
pale

100 x 25mm
pale

“

I would like to take this
opportunity to thank
you for the quality and
manner in which you
carried out the work.

Reflective acoustic barrier
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”

Heights available up to 4m

01425 476617

METAL
FENCING

VERTICAL BAR RAILINGS & FINIALS

Self-adjusting railings follow the ground contours

Metal railings are both robust and aesthetically
pleasing. They can be a good security
measure but can also be an attractive form
of fencing.
Generally constructed with square hollow
section posts and two flat bar horizontal rails
with round infill bars that oversail the top
horizontal. But, posts, rails and infill bars can all
be of differing sizes, and can be set at differing
centres. Infill bars can be square or round,
additional rails can be added, decorative
features, finials, convex or concave tops,
and so the list goes on. There are many,
many permutations, but the general rule of
thumb is the more fancy the more cost! As
we have a manufacturing facility, we can
accommodate most scenarios and fabricate
railings that perfectly suit your setting.
Railings can be galvanised or polyester
powder coated finish, and of course,
gates can be supplied to match. We can
accommodate curved sections and sloping
ground. A neat option for undulating ground
can be self-raking railings - but design choices
are a little more limited.

Finials to infill bars and posts
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Site specific fabrication

Concave top

Finials
Finials (or rail heads)
can be a really pleasing
finishing touch to railings.
There is an enormous
range, just a selection is
shown here.
Burnell Finial design

Arundel

Burnell

Calton

Cartington

Elsdon Hawksworth Kendal

Lewes

Oakham Pendennis Pemdragon

Richmond

Birchall

Rufus

Sandal

Tetbury

Bespoke designs available

Tintagel

Corfe

Upnor

Egremont

Walmer

Milldale design

01425 476617

BOW TOP RAILINGS

Self-raking option, ideal on slopes

Bespoke design with Birchall finial

Bow Top Railings
heights available:
0.9m, 1.2m,
1.5m, 1.8m,
2.1m, 2.4m
Great for schools.

Bow top railings are a direct
alternative to vertical bar railings.
Providing a different yet effective
solution which is highly durable and
yet still affordable. An excellent
choice for schools, playgrounds,
parks and swimming pools.
The general construction of metal
railings is a 2.75m long panel, with
two flat bar horizontal rails, and
round vertical infill bars. The panels
are complete with lugs that bolt to
the posts usually constructed from
square hollow section steel.
If you have a design in mind, it can
usually be matched, but generally
speaking, the more elaborate
the design the more expensive
the fence. Railings can be made
to account for curves or slopes
and can be made to bolt down
(perhaps to a wall) or for concreting
into the ground. Railings can often

Multi coloured bow top

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

Standard bow top

look nice on brick piers and they will
be made to measure.
All railings can be a galvanised or
a galvanised and powder coated
finish to a wide range of standard
colours, or to any RAL colour at an
extra cost.
To meet the requirements of the
British Standard EN 1176 Playground
Equipment Specification, we are
able to offer a bow top fencing
that is fully compliant. It comprises
a 12mm diameter infill or a more
heavy duty 16mm diameter infill
bar, set at centres to not exceed
89mm, thus ensuring there are no
neck entrapments. This range is
also available in a flat top style
and is of course available in the
same finishes as standard bow top
products.

Bow in bow
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STEEL PALISADE

Steel palisade

Powder coated RAL6005 - standard green

3m high for an industrial development

Steel palisade is one of the best and most popular
security fence styles available, it is strong, robust,
versatile and able to be used in many situations.

‘W’ Section

‘D’ Section

Cranked extensions for barbed wire
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Notched

Triple
Pointed

Pointed

Rounded

Steel Palisade is available
in a range of heights:
1.0m, 1.2m, 1.5m, 1.8m, 2.0m,
2.1m, 2.4m, 2.75m, 3.0m, 3.6m

Ultra ‘W’
Section

RSJ posts are set in concrete or bolted down at
2.75m centres with two, or three for high security,
rails bolted to the posts with approximately 75mm
wide pales bolted to the rails - all fixings used are
anti-tamper. The pales can be D section or W section
- both are based on a corrugated steel section, the
corrugations giving the pale the strength. The Ultra
W section provides extra corrugations on the pale
edges giving added strength. Pale tops can be
triple pointed, single pointed, rounded or rounded
and notched, generally pointed and triple pointed
are considered security toppings and should not
be used below 1.8m high.
Additional security measures can be added to the
fencing, including extensions for lines or coils of
barbed or razor wire, and concrete cills to the bottom
of the fencing into which the pales can be set.
Gates can be made to match the fencing - swing,
sliding, cantilever, manual or automated - with
in-house fabrication, all gates are made bespoke
to the project.

Triple pointed pales

Set on top of a wall

01425 476617

PEDESTRIAN GUARDRAIL & CRASH BARRIER

Single corrugated beam on RSJ posts

Standard infill with visibility gap (see diagrams below)

Pedestrian Guardrails are an effective barrier
between pathways and highways due to the
visibility options. Standard panels will have full height
infill bars and are best utilised on straight lines,
where paths/roads bend the staggered infills and
visibility gap options are the most effective. These
allow the highway traffic higher levels of vision
through the panels to see pedestrians and pets,
where a standard panel would actually impede
vision. Generally panels are 2m long and 1m high,
galvanised finish as standard but with the option for
polyester powder coating.

Standard infill with visibility gap

Standard
Panel

Crash barrier is most often used on highways,
although we do not install in those situations, we
frequently install this product in industrial sites and
car parks. It is really useful as a protection beam for
buildings and bin stores.
Usually constructed with rsj posts (although Z section
are available) that can be bolted down or set in
concrete at most frequently 3.2m centres, but 1.6m
centres can be used if necessary. One corrugated
beam is standard, but two can be used where extra
height is required. Tube clamp hand railing can
be fixed to extend above the beam and corner
sections, radius sections and ‘fish tail’ ends can be
used to accommodate the site specifics.

Rear elevation, posts bolted to wall

Type V4 - Optimum Sight Angle 5-14 degrees

Type V2 - Optimum Sight Angle 2.5-5 degrees

Type V8 - Optimum Sight Angle more than 14 degrees

Complete with key clamp handrail

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

Visibility
Gap

Standard Infill

Estate railings or continuous bar
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TUBULAR HANDRAIL

Powder coated blue to match client's colours

Tubular handrail systems are very
popular and versatile systems
that allow one to create railings
much more easily and cheaply
than ‘made to order’ hand railings.
Often referred to as Key Klamp or
Tubeclamp - both manufacturer
names, the systems differ very little.
Tubular hand railing uses standard
size tube and a wide range of
malleable iron ‘socket’ fittings
that slip over the tube and are
fastened in place using a hexagon
key to tighten the recessed set
screw. The range includes fittings
to accommodate bends, rakes,
steps, base plates for bolting down
to the top of a structure and side
fixings to allow bolting to the side
of a structure. The huge range of
fittings allows the railings to fit most
scenarios. The system is ideal for the
top of retaining walls, along the side
of retaining walls, along the side of
steps and as handrails for ramps, as
well as many other uses.

Yellow DDA compliant handrail
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Creating a handrail as part of a crash barrier installation

Available in all the tube sizes shown,
however, the most popular size for
fencing requirements is 48.3mm, with
42.4mm coming a close second. If
you require supply only, please ask
for a complete list of fittings.
In order to satisfy the requirements
of the Disability Discrimination Act
(DDA) and Building Regulations Part
M:2004, there is now a range of
fittings available that are compliant
with the aforementioned. Providing
smooth hand railing between
40-45mm diameter, the 42.4mm
range of DDA compliant fittings is
ideal.
All tubular handrail and DDA
compliant products come in an
anti-corrosion finish but there is an
option for powder coating.

Tube clamp to slope

60.3mm o/d
Size E or 9

42.4mm o/d
Size C or 7

48.3mm o/d
Size D or 8

33.7mm o/d
Size B or 6

26.9mm o/d
Size A or 5

Totally bespoke

01425 476617

MESH
FENCING

WELDED MESH PANELS

Double horizontal wires and
200 x 25mm mesh size

Heras Triton

'358' mesh

This style of fencing is particularly suitable around
schools, parks, industrial sites and ball courts. It has
a high degree of security due to the thickness and
number of wires and the anti-vandal fixings. It is now
as popular as steel palisade and is often priced
more competitively. This fencing is aesthetically
pleasing and unobtrusive, and with a range of
styles and powder coated colours to choose from,
it is suitable for many applications.

These mesh systems are supplied in a powder
coated finish, Green or Black tend to be most
common, but many other colours are offered in the
standard range, and any colour for an additional
charge. Available in heights from 900mm to 2.4m,
but by overlapping the panels further heights can
be achieved, and 3m high is extremely useful for
ball courts.

There are a wide range of designs from a multitude
of manufacturers. We have picked the best of
those for quality, durability and cost.
Generally speaking the fencing comprises of
2.5m to 3m wide welded mesh panels, with single
vertical wires set at 50mm centres and single or
double horizontal wires set at 200mm centres. But
these dimensions will vary and the most suitable
dimension will depend on the application. For the
single wire panels there is the addition of a ‘V’
profile to help give the panel more rigidity. The
panels are fixed to steel hollow section posts which
can be root fixed or bolted down.
Roll top - ideal as a spectator rail

Popular 'V' mesh
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Panels stepped to accommodate slope

Double horizontal wires and
200 x 50mm mesh size

01425 476617

WELDED MESH PANELS

Goal recesses built into the design

Basketball hoop

868 mesh and rebound panels to the bottom

For Ball Courts or Multi Use Games Areas (MUGA),
welded mesh panel systems are an excellent
choice. Working on the same principle described
earlier, the bottom 1.2m of the lower panel will
have additional horizontal wires to produce a
‘rebound’ section to the area where balls are most
likely to impact. Heights can vary around the court
- up to 5m if necessary, or 1m high spectator rails
- and basketball hoops and goal recesses can be
included in the design.
Gate's are fabricated to bespoke sizes to suit the
site requirements, we clad these with the more
durable twin wire mesh (868) which provides a
neat, good looking gate. Gate's can be single,
double, swinging, sliding, cantilever and can be
manually operated or automated. Often schools
include entry and exit automation to help with
safeguarding responsibilities.

Timber slats

Useful and interesting additions
to the welded mesh panel
range are the screen option
that we have installed around
a local school and the timber
slatted option that proves
popular on industrial sites, but
could be used for privacy
around schools - but both do
have high costs involved due
to the extra materials and time
to install.
Screen fence

SR3 rated fencing

Extra horizontal wires for added strength

Varying vertical wires can give a decorative look

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

Heras Triton - blue
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CHAIN LINK AND WELDMESH

Metal angle posts, powder coated

Chain link and weldmesh are very
similar products in the posts that
can be used, the heights that are
available, the colour options and
the uses. Chain link is a ‘woven’
mesh whereas weldmesh is wires
welded together. Both come in a
variety of heights, can be installed
on timber, metal or concrete posts
and can be either galvanised or
green coated, with some heights
available in black. When metal
posts are used, which can be box
section, angle or tubular, these
too can be coated green or black
to match the mesh or left in a
galvanised finish. Posts can be
manufactured to set in concete,
British Standard states 3m centres,
or can be complete with base
plates for bolting down. On a more
domestic use the posts can be
driven to keep costs down. Both

Straight extensions for barbed wire
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Top rail

mesh systems have a 50 x 50mm
hole, but the weldmesh also comes
with a 75 x 25mm option in some
heights.
Additional security features can be
added to both with post extensions,
cranked or straight, to take lines
or coils of razor or barbed wire.
‘Y’ extensions can be added to
create six lines of wire and can
have coiled wire between. For high
security systems the mesh can be
buried into the ground 300mm or
stapled to a concrete cill, or selfrotating spikes can be added to
the top as an anti-scaling device.

Heights:
0.9m, 1.05m,
1.2m, 1.4m,
1.5m, 1.8m,
2.0m, 2.1m,
2.4m, 2.75m,
3.05m, 3.6m
Further heights
are available
by overlapping
rolls of the
above.

Gates are, of course, made
to measure by our in-house
fabrication.

Galvanised weldmesh on galvanised angles

Green plastic coated

01425 476617

WIRE & TEMPORARY FENCING

Deer Fencing

Temporary fencing panels

Plain wire and barbed wire are inexpensive options
for simple boundary demarcation and as with
stock netting are erected on timber posts driven
into the ground.
For poultry and rabbits wire netting is a good
option. A thin gauge wire woven in a hexagonal
pattern, with the hexagonal holes ranging in size
from 13mm-50mm and the netting ranging in
height from 450mm-1.8m high. Erected on timber
posts, but where it is being used for the exclusion
of rabbits then it is suggested to bury the netting
below ground.

Timber post and barbed wire

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

Hoarding

100 x 38mm packing
100 x 38mm rail
100 x 100mm post

Front Elevation

18mm WBP Plywood

Side Elevation

Stock fencing is generally a rectangular wire mesh
with horizontal wires set at gradually increasing
centres to provide less penetration at the bottom
than at the top. There are different stock nets
suggested for different uses/animals, for example
deer fencing should be between 1.8 and 2m
high, but pig/sheep netting could be between
800mm-1.2m high. Usually erected on round
timber posts driven into the ground, but can be
provided on steel angle posts and these could be
concreted into the ground, but this will of course
increase the price.

1.2m

18mm WBP
Plywood

Temporary Fencing
A number of different fence styles can be used
for temporary fencing; chain link, post and wire,
temporary mesh panels, chestnut pale. The most
common is the timber hoarding commonly seen
around building sites. Easy application of paint makes
this an ideal fence type for high profile projects and
contracts in the public eye. Constructed using timber
posts and rails, ply boards are nailed to the rails
giving a solid screen face. Kick boards and cover
strips will add to the overall lifespan of the fencing,
especially when constructed in high pedestrian or
vehicle traffic areas.

Chestnut pale

Hexagonal wire netting (chicken wire)
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GATES

TIMBER GATES

Hardwood Balmoral gates

Hand in hand with fencing is
of course gates. We supply and
erect timber and metal gates
for domestic, commercial and
industrial situations.
For most of the fence styles
available there is a gate to
match or at the very least a
complementing design.

Metal framed Iroko clad

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

Marlow timber gate

Composite gate

Steel frame hardwood infill single gate
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TIMBER GATES

Boston softwood gates

Flat top close board softwood gates

Emsworth single timber gate

Our timber gates are made by a
reputable company in the South
West and are of an excellent quality.
As every gate is made specifically for
us, they can be made to measure
and therefore be the perfect fit for
any situation.
Our supplier is able to make a huge
range of styles including bespoke
designs, so if the client has a
particular style in mind, this can
often be accommodated.

Softwood timber gate

This is only a selection of
our gates - please enquire
about other designs

Metal framed single gate
with serrated top edge

Open top softwood tongue
and groove gate

Tongue and groove metal framed automated gates
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Balmoral softwood gates on brick piers

01425 476617

TIMBER GATES

Hardwood and metal frame

Oxford double gates with shaped top

Gates are available in softwood or hardwood. They can be manually operated or automated
- we use a local automation company and can offer a full automation service, including
underground and above ground systems, for swinging or sliding gates. A variety of control
systems are available including remote access via key fobs, ground loops, keypads, voice
and video links. All automation is fitted professionally and includes required safety features.

Boston double gates

Hit and miss gate

Tongue and groove

Metal framed timber clad gates (horizontal boards)

Fieldgate

Metal and timber - double frontage with side gate

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

Metal framed gate
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METAL GATES

Bespoke box section gates

Box section infill

Ornate railing gate

Cantilever gate

Railing gates

Pedestrian railing gate

The choice of metal gates is wide and varied. We fabricate a major
proportion of the gates at our premises, meaning for most styles of fencing
we are not restricted by standard heights and widths as is often the case
with gates supplied by other manufacturers. We can offer single, double,
sliding, cantilevered, manually operated or automated. The metal gates are
available in a galvanised or a powder coated finish.

This is only a selection of our gates please enquire about other designs
Arched top vertical bar gates with finials

Black coated gates

Steel palisade gates with green coating
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Continuous bar gate

Single gate with
handle lock

Aluminium gate

Cantilevered gate with serrated top edge

01425 476617

METAL GATES

Ornamental gate with arched finial tops and lock mechanism

Fire escape gate mechanism with shroud

We have manufactured and installed
such a huge range of gates, with heights
beyond 3m and double widths over 14m!
Due to the fact that we fabricate our
gates and have spent years installing
them, we know all the nuances of a well
fabricated gate, locks, hinges, fire exits,
shrouds etc.

Cantilever sliding gate
Ornate single gate

Keylock

Automation

Emergency exit

Bespoke gates

Vertical bar gates with green coating

Play safe bow top gate

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

Cantilever sliding gate with mesh infill
and serrated top edge
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With the introduction of safeguarding
comes the requirement for schools to
consider their site security. There is a
balance to be struck between community
access, the undesirable ‘fortress school’
and safeguarding - taking reasonable
steps to ensure pupils are safe on the
school site.

SPOTLIGHT
ON SCHOOLS

We have carried out a large number of projects for schools under the ‘safeguarding’
heading, helping them to address this paramount issue. There are a number of
solutions available that effectively and aesthetically meet the safeguarding
requirements.

The basic principle of welded mesh panels; made
from vertical and horizontal wires with a solid weld at
each cross over point, the wire is galvanised and then
polyester powder coated over the welds to protect
from adverse conditions. The aperture created by
the wires can be different sizes depending on the
application and requirement.

 

Welded Mesh Panels
The most popular form of fencing for school sites is
the welded mesh panel system - providing a variety
of heights, mesh sizes and, of course, colours.

200mm /
165mm /
150mm




50mm / 38mm /
25mm
Sports rebound
50 x 66.5 at lower section

'358' mesh - 76.2 x 12.5mm apertures
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'V' mesh - 200 x 50mm apertures

Standard 868 mesh - 200 x 50mm apertures

868 mesh - 200 x 25mm apertures

01425 476617

SPOTLIGHT ON SCHOOLS

Additional features can add privacy and usability
whether that is around the perimeter or within the site...

Screenfence: 868 panel & polyethylene (PE) screens

Railings
Railings come in a real variety of styles. Generally
speaking they will consist of box section posts at
approximately 2.8m apart with two horizontal rails
and vertical inﬁll bars. The choices come with the
height, inﬁll bar size, inﬁll bar spacing (gaps between
verticals), top of inﬁll bars and colours.
A great option is the Kaleidoscope fencing; ROSPA
compliant bow top with no head traps, in a variety
of bright colours, with the added beneﬁt of being a
self-raking panel system, so easily able to cope with
site undulations.

"V' mesh and timber slats

Vertical bar railings can
be fabricated with laser
cut logos, a plethora of
ﬁnial options, and, with
our in-house fabricator,
we can accommodate
what
might
already
be on site and create
bespoke, perfectly ﬁtting,
solutions!
Basketball hoops, goals
and recessed goals

Standard bow top

Bespoke solutions

Kaleidoscope ROSPA compliant

Gates
Gates are available to match all the styles of fencing
that we do. As we fabricate the majority of them
ourselves, we can accommodate all widths and
requirements. Automation can also be incorporated
to ensure your setting has the right access and exit
solutions to keep your pupils and staff safe.

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

Standard
Heights:
0.9m / 1.0m
1.2m / 1.5m
1.8m / 2.0m

Inﬁll Bars:
12mm or
16mm or
20mm

Bespoke
heights
available

depending
on height

Plain
Top

Bowtop

Finial Top
Large Range

Additional
Features
Additional
Horizontals
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OTHER
PRODUCTS

ANTI-INTRUDER MEASURES

Cranked extensions

Cheval de fris

Many fencing styles can be described as security
fencing, in particular, anti-intruder chain link, steel
palisade, vertical bar with spiked top, welded mesh
panel fencing, concrete panel fencing, etc. Each
style has different advantages and disadvantages,
but they can all have features added, to give
higher levels of security and further anti-intruder
properties.
Cheval de Fris
Quite a posh name for a fan! Used where an area
cannot be secured with fencing on all sides, an
anti-intruder fan will prevent intruders from scaling
round the end post.
Extensions
Posts can be fabricated to include straight or
cranked extensions, or brackets can be fabricated
to retro fit to existing fencing (or walls). These
extensions are used to take lines or coils of barbed
or razor wire. Coils can be flat or concertina and
come in a variety of diameters. For very high level
installations, Y extensions can be fitted to posts to
take six lines of barbed or razor wire and coiled wire
can be used between the two.

Rotating spikes

Burying and Sills
A popular anti-intruder method where the bottom
100-300mm of mesh is buried into the ground, or the
mesh is stapled to existing concrete. On palisade
fencing, the pales can be extended to be set into
a concrete sill.
Anti-Intruder Spikes
We like to use our own design of spike, but other
products are equally as effective. A self-rotating
multi-spiked top rail that creates a very effective
anti-scaling top for fences or walls. The spikes are
75mm wide and are welded to tube at 75mm
centres and placed around the tube to provide
complete coverage. The tube is designed to rotate
freely, making it very difficult to gain an effective
hand or foothold.

Concertina coiled razor wire

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk

Pales buried in concrete sill

Barbed wire
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OTHER PRODUCTS

Gate modification

Brick effect concrete fencing

Bespoke sign

Modifications
As we have an in-house manufacturing facility we
are able to make a large proportion of the metal
gates we use. This gives us huge flexibility to provide
gates to any height or width that is required on site
and where other constraints come into play we can
make further modifications to the design to ensure
the correct fit on site. Like the alteration to the
bottom of the gate shown here where the ground
sloped (see above picture).
Bollards
Available in so many styles! Apart from being able
to source and install bollards from the plethora of
suppliers, we can manufacture our own. So whether
it is bolt down, drop down, removable, timber or
metal - we can sort it out.

Vehicle Barriers and
Height Restriction Barriers
Very simple constructions, but with the vehicle
barriers they can of course be automated to assist
with traffic control.
Cycle Stands
A pretty simple idea - bend
tube into an ‘n’ shape and
concrete it into the ground!
Galvanised
or
powder
coated an easy solution to
cycle parking.
We have an in-house metal fabrication
facility, so made-to-measure and bespoke items
are easily accommodated.

Double height barrier

Height barrier

Metal cage
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Car park grilles

Timber bollards with reflective detail

01425 476617

CHARITY & ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW

Three peaks 24 hour challenge

Supporting the Stable Family Home Trust

Wimborne St Giles Tea Event

Every year we ‘lend’ our lorry to the local infant
school, who decorate it for their float entry into the
notorious 'Ringwood Carnival'. Director and owner
Lyndon happily drives the lorry - very carefully - for
them too! For a number of years we have been Gold
sponsors of the Ringwood Carnival and have helped
them with their crowd control barriers. Director and
owner Ryan is seen here with the Carnival Queen
and attendants (his daughter is the one in red!)

Each year we host tea at Wimborne St Giles - at the
local village hall in a quintessential English setting
serving tea and cakes for a charity of our choice.
Raising in the region of £1,000 which we have
donated to charities including; The Ringwood and
Fordingbridge Blind Club, The Salisbury Hospital
Stars Appeal, The Stable Family Home Trust, The
Children’s Heart Foundation to name a few.
Environmental
We are getting greener! At R.M. Smith Fencing Ltd
we believe that the key to successfully reducing
your carbon footprint is the same ethos as good
business practice.
• Order only the quantities you need to
complete the job
• Store and utilise surplus material on
other contracts
• Minimise waste by forward planning the
best and most economic use of materials
• Diesel vehicles use less fuel
• Recycle office waste - every piece of paper
has two sides!
• Providing the best product for the customer
means providing a product with longevity
But coupled with the above, we source materials
from sustainable sources and local suppliers where
possible.

And Director/owner Janine’s son undertook a
headshave for Cancer Research, and we were
really proud to have helped him raise a whopping
£3,000! Murray Walker even made an appearance.
"We enjoy raising money and giving to charity - we
can, so we do!”

Accreditations
R.M. Smith Fencing Ltd are registered with
Constructionline and CHAS and are members
of the Association of Fencing Industries. Several
comprehensive questionnaires covering a multitude
of aspects need to be completed to successfully
pass the stringent levels for acceptance. Aspects
include health and safety, environmental, equality
and financial issues. We are also a member of
‘Buy With Confidence’ the Trading Standards list of
approved tradespeople.
We are of course able to provide copies of all
our documents including; Health and Safety
Policy, Quality Policy, Environmental Policy,
Equality Policy, site specific Risk Assessments and
Method Statements for safe systems of work, VAT
registration details, Unique Tax Reference number,
Waste Certificates, Training certificates, CSCS
tickets, insurance details (£10 million cover on both
Employer and Public Liability are currently held).
All our operatives are now DBS checked, making
us a good choice for educational settings.
Fencing For Over

Fifty Five Years
Approved by
Training Standards

enquiries@smith-fencing.co.uk
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